X® MULTI™ offers outstanding durability and mobility on all kinds of roads and in all seasons for versatile activities

01  Even wear for longer mileage

02  Excellent retreadability

03  Diversity of applications
   • Adaptable to your usage

X® MULTI™ Z  X® MULTI™ D  X® MULTI™ T

More tyres available on our website: xxxxxxxxxxxx
TECHNOLOGY

Even wear for longer tyre mileage
- New longer lasting tread compound to improve tyre life, providing outstanding handling while insuring excellent mileage and even wear

Excellent retreadability
- Full width elastic protector ply for enhanced casing protection
- Michelin’s rectangular bead bundle, a Michelin exclusive, to minimize fatigue and extend casing life

Road handling and grip
- Tread pattern optimized for improved handling on urban, regional and highway roads

POSITIONING MAP

WHEEL POSITION

AVAILABE SIZES

9.5R17.5 - 11R22.5 - 12R22.5 - 275/70R22.5 - 295/80R22.5 - 305/70R22.5 - 385/65R22.5 - 385/55R22.5 - 315/70R22.5 - 295/60R22.5 - 285/70R19.5 - 265/70R19.5 - 245/70R19.5 - 245/70R17.5 - 235/75R17.5 - 225/75R17.5 - 215/75R17.5 - 205/75R17.5